1. Introduction

The truth conditions of know whether reports – statements that feature the matrix predicate know embedding a polar question – have not been a matter of controversy (Karttunen 1977, Lewis 1982, Groenendijk & Stokhof 1982). It indeed seems obvious enough, for example, that sentence (1a) is true just in case the agent, Aisha, knows the true answer to the embedded question, that is, just in case either Ben is Canadian and Aisha knows that he is or Ben is not Canadian and Aisha knows that he isn’t. Equating knowledge with true belief for simplicity, these truth conditions can be stated as in (1b).

(1) a. Aisha knows whether Ben is Canadian.
   b. \((c \land B_a c) \lor \lnot c \land B_a \lnot c\)

What does not seem to have been observed, however, is that negative know whether reports such as (2a) are judged to convey more information about the agent’s beliefs than received wisdom leads one to expect. Sentence (2a) is expected to merely convey (2b), that is, that Aisha does not know the true answer to the embedded question. But (2a) is actually understood to more specifically convey (2c), that is, that Aisha is unopinionated, or ignorant, about which answer to the embedded question is true. Equivalently, in addition to conveying that Aisha does not know the true answer to the embedded question, the sentence is understood as implying that her beliefs do not entail the false answer, either.

(2) a. Aisha doesn’t know whether Ben is Canadian.
   b. \lnot ((c \land B_a c) \lor (\lnot c \land B_a \lnot c))
   c. \lnot (B_a c \lor B_a \lnot c)

What is the source of such agent ignorance implications? An initially promising clue to pursue is the observation that know whether reports, whether affirmative or negative, routinely carry not only implications of agent ignorance, but also of speaker ignorance, i.e. the implication that the speaker is ignorant about which answer to the embedded question is true. Typical uses of (1a) and (2a), for example, suggest that the speaker is ignorant about whether or not Ben is Canadian. In discussions of this effect in the literature, it is suggested that this inference arises from pragmatic competition between an embedded polar question and embedded declaratives that express the answers to the question (Eckardt 2007, Egré 2008, Abenina-Adar 2018). This leads one to wonder whether agent ignorance implications, too, can be understood as arising from such competition.

Following this lead, one main objective of our paper is to spell out a possible neo-Gricean analysis of speaker ignorance implications of know whether reports as quantity implicatures, and to show that this analysis indeed permits a theoretically parsimonious extension that captures agent ignorance implications as well (sections 3 and 4). Another objective, however, is to show that, surprisingly, this analysis of agent ignorance is incorrect or insufficient. We demonstrate this by noting that agent ignorance inferences are more pervasive than the corresponding speaker ignorance implications, whereas
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1 Key: c := Ben is Canadian; Bxp := x’s beliefs entail p; a := Aisha.

the neo-Gricean account would at best be consistent with the opposite pattern (section 5). Establishing this negative result, our paper is an invitation to further investigate the source of ignorance implications of negative know whether reports.

To get started, we begin in section 2 by confirming the existence of the ignorance implications under investigation.

2. Ignorance inferences with know whether

We have noted that know whether reports, affirmative or negative, often suggest that the speaker is not opinionated about which answer to the embedded question is true, that is, that the speaker’s beliefs do not entail either answer (Eckardt 2007, Egré 2008). For the examples in (1a) and (2a), repeated in (3), this implication is stated in (4).²

2 Key: s := the speaker.

(3) a. Aisha knows whether Ben is Canadian.
   b. Aisha doesn’t know whether Ben is Canadian.

(4) ¬Bsc ∧ ¬Bs¬c

Evidence for implications of speaker ignorance comes from Eckardt’s (2007) observation that know whether reports are odd against prior contexts that are incompatible with these implications. The infelicity of B’s reply in (5) serves to illustrate this.

(5) A: Given that he {is/is not} Canadian, Ben is eligible to apply for this fellowship. He should definitely apply.
   B: #Aisha knows whether Ben is Canadian, so I am sure she has already told him what to do.

The speaker ignorance implication is also diagnosed by the oddness of examples where the speaker is unlikely to be unopinionated about the relevant content. For example, the perceived oddness of (6a) and (6b) in many contexts is intuited to stem from the fact that speakers are unlikely to be unopinionated about whether or not they are in bed.

(6) a. (#)Aisha knows whether I am in bed.
   b. (#)Aisha doesn’t know whether I am in bed.

Finally, speaker ignorance implications can be credited for the deviance, in many contexts, of affirmative first-person know whether reports such as (7). In such cases, the sentence’s assertion contradicts the speaker ignorance inference, conveying that the speaker does have a (correct) opinion as to which answer to the embedded question is true.³

(7) (#)I know whether Ben is Canadian.

³ We do not wish to claim that these examples are infelicitous in all contexts. We can certainly think of certain (perhaps unusual) contexts where such examples could sound perfectly natural in actual conversation. We will return to this point in section 5.

We now turn to the implication of agent ignorance with negative know whether reports. As noted above, sentence (3b) is not merely intuited to convey that Aisha fails to know the true answer to the question whether Ben is Canadian, but also that Aisha’s beliefs do not entail the false answer, either. Hence (3b) conveys that Aisha is ignorant as to which answer to the question is true, an implication that can be stated as in (2c) or, equivalently, (8).

(8) ¬Bac ∧ ¬Ba ¬c

One natural diagnostic for implications of agent ignorance is the infelicity of negative know whether reports in contexts that are incompatible with these implications. In applying such a diagnostic, though, we must take care to steer clear of any conflict with speaker ignorance implications as a confounding
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factor. The examples below are designed to meet this constraint. Consider first the minimal pair in (9), whose members both include (3b).

(9)  
   a. Given that she forgot to ask him about the outcome of his citizenship application, Aisha doesn’t know whether Ben is Canadian.
   b. #Given that he lied to her about the outcome of his citizenship application, Aisha doesn’t know whether Ben is Canadian.

   In (9a), the given that adjunct suggests that Aisha is ignorant about whether Ben is Canadian, and expectedly is felicitous as a modifier of (3b). In contrast, the adjunct in (9b) suggests that Aisha believes the false answer to the embedded question. The fact that, as shown, (3b) is judged infelicitous in the context of this adjunct, is evidence for the existence of the agent ignorance inference.

   The minimal pair in (10) makes much the same point as (9). It shows that (3b) can be responded to felicitously by suggesting that Aisha is ignorant about whether Ben is Canadian, but not by implying that she believes the false answer to this question. Once again this signals the presence of agent ignorance as an implication of (3b).

(10)  
   a. A: Aisha doesn’t know whether Ben is Canadian.
        B: That’s right. Unfortunately, she forgot to ask him yesterday.
   b. A: Aisha doesn’t know whether Ben is Canadian.
        B: #That’s right. She thinks he is Ontarian/Peruvian.

   Finally, we note that presence of the agent ignorance inference can be detected by the possibility of it serving as the target of disagreement. The observed felicity of B’s denial in (11) requires the assumption that A’s utterance of (3b) implies that Aisha is ignorant about whether Ben is Canadian.

(11)  
   A: Aisha doesn’t know whether Ben is Canadian.
   B: No, actually, she thinks he is Ontarian/Peruvian.

   In sum, we have established that affirmative and negative know whether reports can carry speaker ignorance implications, and that negative know whether reports in addition carry agent ignorance implications. We now turn to investigating the sources of these effects, starting with speaker ignorance.

3. Speaker ignorance implications from primary implicatures

In this section, we will demonstrate that speaker ignorance implications can be made to fall out as quantity implicatures under neo-Gricean assumptions. We intend this demonstration to be read as a mere proof of concept. That is, while the assumptions that we will be making in spelling out the neo-Gricean account have all been motivated in previous work for independent reasons, we do not wish to argue here that they are necessary, or superior to possible alternatives. Our goal is just to establish that a neo-Gricean quantity based account of the relevant speaker ignorance implications is viable. We begin with a few assumptions about the semantics of polar questions and of embedding polar questions under know (section 3.1) and then turn to the neo-Gricean derivations in the affirmative and negative case (sections 3.2 and 3.3).

3.1. Syntax and semantics for know whether reports

Following Larson (1985) and Guerzoni & Sharvit (2014), we will assume that embedded polar questions are covertly disjunctive, to be parsed as alternative questions with or not, reduced by ellipsis. The embedded question in our running examples in (3), again repeated in (12), is assigned the logical form in (13), where the strike-out marks elided structure.

(12)  
   a. Aisha knows whether Ben is Canadian.
   b. Aisha doesn’t know whether Ben is Canadian.

(13)  
   [whether [Ben is Canadian] or not [Ben is Canadian]]
Aligned with Alonso-Ovalle (2006), we assume that the clausal disjuncts denote singleton sets of propositions, which are unioned by the disjunction particle or. Also assuming that whether is semantically vacuous, the embedded question in (12) will receive as its denotation the intended set of propositions \{c, ¬c\}.

With regard to embedding under know, the logical forms for the examples in (12) that are shown in (14) follow Lahiri (2002) in assuming that the embedded interrogative raises covertly, leaving behind a proposition-type trace for know to compose with. As shown in (15), we identify the meaning of know with the meta-language belief operator B employed above, expressing doxastic necessity (Hintikka 1969), plus a factive presupposition, encoded as a condition on the domain of the relevant function.

(14)  
a. [whether [Ben is Canadian] or not [Ben is Canadian]] λp [Aisha knows p] 
b. not[whether [Ben is Canadian] or not [Ben is Canadian]] λp [Aisha knows p]

(15) \[\text{know} \] = λp_{st}. λx_{c}. λw_{s}: p(w)=1. B_{x,w}p

Furthermore, we follow a suggestion in George (2011) by taking the raised interrogative to serve as the argument of a covert existential operator ∃, forming a generalized quantifier over propositions. Fleshing out (14) accordingly, we arrive at the complete logical forms in (16).

(16)  
a. ∃[whether [Ben is Canadian] or not [Ben is Canadian]] λp [Aisha knows p] 
b. not ∃[whether [Ben is Canadian] or not [Ben is Canadian]] λp [Aisha knows p]

Finally, translating a proposal in Spector & Egré (2015) into the present setting, we assume that presuppositions project existentially from under the generalized quantifier that ∃ forms. To encode this assumption, we assign ∃ the denotation in (17). If ∃ is restricted by whether p or ¬p, a factive presupposition triggered in its scope will then effectively disappear, projecting as the tautology p ∨ ¬p.

(17) \[∃ \] = λQ_{st}. λP_{st}(x). λw_{s}: ∃p[Q(p)=1 ∧ w∈dom(P(p))]. ∃p[Q(p)=1 ∧ P(p)(w)=1]

As the reader is invited to confirm, the above assumptions derive for our running examples (12a) and (12b) the intended truth conditions, stated again in (18a) and (18b), respectively.

(18)  
a. (c ∧ B_{a}c) ∨ (¬c ∧ B_{a}¬c) 
b. ¬((c ∧ B_{a}c) ∨ (¬c ∧ B_{a}¬c))

3.2. Speaker ignorance implications: affirmative case

For the affirmative case (12a), we will now demonstrate that the syntactic and semantic assumptions laid out above support a neo-Gricean derivation of the speaker ignorance implication in (19) as a quantity implication.

(19) ¬B_{a}c ∧ ¬B_{a}¬c

To begin, under Katzir’s (2007) complexity-based notion of alternatives for quantity implication, deletion of one or the other disjunct in the logical form (16a) yields the pair of alternative logical forms in (20). Since in these alternatives the restrictor of ∃ is a singleton set of propositions, the existential projection encoded in the entry in (17) lets the factive presupposition triggered in the scope (here c or ¬c) project unaltered. Encoding those factive presupposition as conjuncts in the meta-language description, the resulting meanings of the logical forms in (20) are then as shown in (21).

(20)  
a. ∃[Ben is Canadian] λp [Aisha knows p] 
b. ∃[not[Ben is Canadian]] λp [Aisha knows p]

(21)  
a. c ∧ B_{a}c 
b. ¬c ∧ B_{a}¬c
We note that these are suitable meanings for the examples with embedded *that* clauses in (22). So the analysis effectively lets *know whether* compete with *know that*, as proposed in Eckardt (2007), Egré (2008), Mayr (2017), and Abenina-Adar (2018).

(22) a. Aisha knows that Ben is Canadian.
   b. Aisha knows that Ben is not Canadian.

Let us now suppose, following Schlenker (2012) and Leahy (2016), that presuppositional content contributes to informativity for the purposes quantity implicature. Under this assumption, each of the alternative meanings in (21) is stronger than the asserted meaning (18a). Under a neo-Gricean standard algorithm for quantity implicature (Sauerland 2004, Geurts 2011), the pair of alternative meanings in (21) therefore gives rise to a pair of primary implicature in the sense of Sauerland (2004), shown in (23).

(23) a. \( \neg B_a(c \land B_a c) \)
   b. \( \neg B_a(\neg c \land B_a \neg c) \)

The alternative meanings in (21) are not only stronger than the actual meaning in (18a), but moreover are symmetric relative to (18a) in the sense of Fox (2007). That is, (18a) entails the disjunction (21a) and (21b). By a logic familiar from Sauerland (2004), this symmetry guarantees that the primary implicature in (23), together with the quality implicature in (24), entail the pair of possibility implicatures in (25).

(24) \( B_a((c \land B_a c) \lor (\neg c \land B_a \neg c)) \)

(25) a. \( \neg B_a(\neg c \land B_a c) \)
   b. \( \neg B_a(\neg (\neg c \land B_a \neg c)) \)

We now observe that a possibility statement \( \neg B_a \neg p \) is upward entailing in the position of \( p \). So each possibility implicature in (25) entails a corresponding possibility statement about one of the answers, \( c \) or \( \neg c \). That is, (25a) and (25b) entail (26a) and (26b), respectively.

(26) a. \( \neg B_a \neg c \)
   b. \( \neg B_a c \)

The conjunction of the statements in (25) is the intended implication of speaker ignorance in (19), the implication that the speaker’s beliefs fail to entail either answer to the embedded question. This completes our analysis of the affirmative case (12a). We now turn to its negative counterpart in (12b).

3.3. Speaker ignorance implication: negative case

For the negative case (12b), given the logical form in (16b), Katzir’s (2007) algorithm again delivers two alternatives, which are shown in (27). Assuming that *not* is a presupposition hole in the sense of Karttunen (1973), the factive presupposition, \( c \) or \( \neg c \), projects globally in these alternatives, so that effectively negation only applies to the belief statement. Once again encoding the factive presuppositions as conjuncts, the logical forms in (27) therefore have the meanings in (28).

(27) a. \( \neg \exists [\text{Ben is Canadian}] \lambda p \ [\text{Aisha knows } p] \)
   b. \( \neg \exists [\neg \text{Ben is Canadian}] \lambda p \ [\text{Aisha knows } p] \)

4 Without this assumption, an alternative conceivable route to speaker ignorance implications (suggested by the exposition in Abenina-Adar 2018), appeals to the principle of Maximize Presupposition (Heim 1991, Sauerland 2008). We have no arguments against this alternative approach, but we note that it must be suitably fleshed out so as to derive inferences about the speaker’s belief state, and not merely inferences about common knowledge (Chemla 2008, Rouillard & Schwarz 2017, in press). On the other hand, for reasons that emerge from Meyer (2013), a standard neo-Gricean approach leaves us without a complete understanding of the oddness effects employed to diagnose speaker ignorance implications in section 2, while an analysis on terms Maximize Presupposition avoids this problem. However, as Meyer (2013) observes, such oddness effects are a general problem for neo-Gricean accounts, and we hope that any proper solution to this general problem (e.g., Meyer 2013, Lauer 2014) will apply correctly to the data in this paper.
(28) a. \( c \land \neg B_a c \)
b. \( \neg c \land \neg B_a \neg c \)

These are suitable meanings for the negated know that reports in (29). So under negation, too, the analysis effectively lets whether know statements compete with the relevant know that statements.

(29) a. Aisha doesn’t know that Ben is Canadian.
b. Aisha doesn’t know that Ben is not Canadian.

It is now helpful to observe that the truth conditions for (12b) that we gave in (18b) can be restated equivalently as in (30). Given that (30) is the disjunction of the alternatives (28a) and (28b), it emerges that just like affirmative know whether reports, negated know whether reports have two stronger symmetric alternatives. It follows that for the purposes of the neo-Greicenan standard algorithm for quantity implicature, the negative case is completely parallel to the affirmative case.

(30) \((c \land \neg B_a c) \lor (\neg c \land \neg B_a \neg c)\)

So, the standard algorithm delivers the pair of primary implicatures in (31), and therefore, in conjunction with the quality implicature (32), the pair of possibility implicatures in (33). These possibility implicatures entail the statements in (34), whose conjunction is the speaker ignorance implication in (19) that we were aiming to derive.

(31) a. \( \neg B_s (c \land \neg B_a c) \)
b. \( \neg B_s (\neg c \land \neg B_a \neg c) \)

(32) \( B_s ((c \land \neg B_a c) \lor (\neg c \land \neg B_a \neg c)) \)

(33) a. \( \neg B_s (c \land \neg B_a c) \)
b. \( \neg B_s (\neg c \land \neg B_a \neg c) \)

(34) a. \( \neg B_s \neg c \)
b. \( \neg B_s c \)

What we have established, then, is that speaker ignorance implications for both affirmative and negative know whether reports are derivable as quantity implicatures under neo-Greicenan assumptions. We are now ready to turn our attention to agent ignorance implications.

4. Agent ignorance implications from secondary implicatures

Are agent ignorance inferences, too, amenable to a neo-Greicenan derivation? Recall that for our example (12b), repeated here once more in (35a), we hope to derive the agent ignorance inference (8), repeated in (35b). We are asking whether this implication can be made to fall out under neo-Greicenan assumptions.

(35) a. Aisha doesn’t know whether Ben is Canadian.
b. \( \neg B_a c \land \neg B_s \neg c \)

To address this question, we return to the possibility implications in (33) that we saw the standard algorithm delivers for our negative know whether report (35a). Notice that parallel to the pair of entailments in (34), the possibility implications in (33) also have, by the same logic, the pair of entailments in (36).

(36) a. \( \neg B_s B_a c \)
b. \( \neg B_s B_a \neg c \)

The neo-Greicenan standard algorithm for quantity implicature (as spelled out in Sauerland 2004) posits an “epistemic step” that strengthens any primary implicature \( \neg B_s p \) to the corresponding “secondary implicature” \( B_s \neg p \), provided this strengthening is consistent. (A listener’s taking this epistemic step amounts to their making the assumption that the speaker is opinionated about p, that
is, the assumption $B_s p \lor B_s \neg p$.) In the case at hand, the epistemic step can indeed be taken consistently, and so the implicatures in (36) are expected to be strengthened into those in (37).

(37)  
   a. $B_s \neg B_a c$
   b. $B_s \neg B_a \neg c$

   The neo-Gricean standard algorithm also posits that listeners routinely take speakers to be reliable in the sense of assuming that the speaker’s beliefs that have inferred are indeed true. In the case at hand, given the inferences in (37), making this speaker reliability assumption will lead the listener to furthermore draw the pair of inferences in (38).

(38)  
   a. $\neg B_a c$
   b. $\neg B_a \neg c$

   The conjunction of (38a) and (38b) is the intended agent ignorance implication (35b). So we have shown that given a derivation of speaker ignorance implications, the neo-Gricean standard algorithm provides a straightforward account of agent ignorance implications of negative know whether reports.

5. The unexpected pervasiveness of agent ignorance implications

Since on the analysis stated above, the necessary premises for the derivation of agent ignorance implications include speaker opinionatedness (which supports the epistemic step) and speaker reliability, they form a proper superset of the assumptions needed to derive speaker ignorance inferences. We will refer to this feature of the analysis as the superset property. Suppose now that a given manipulation removes one of the premises that our neo-Gricean derivation of speaker ignorance implications relies on, and that this manipulation has the expected effect of obviating speaker ignorance implications. Because of the superset property, the analysis formulated above then predicts that the same manipulations will eliminate agent ignorance implications as well. Surprisingly, as we will now show, this prediction is incorrect. We will report that while removing either the maxim of quantity (section 5.1) or symmetry between the alternatives (section 5.2) makes the relevant speaker ignorance implications disappear, agent ignorance implications turn out to persist under these manipulations.

5.1. Removing the maxim of quantity

Employing a manipulation suggested in Fox (2014), imagine a game show where the host is known to routinely withhold relevant information, suspending the maxim of quantity. In this setting, speaker ignorance inferences based on neo-Gricean quantity reasoning are predicted to be absent. For the speaker ignorance implications of both affirmative and negative know whether reports, the intuited felicity of the examples in (39) shows this prediction to be correct.

(39)  
   Game show host to candidate:
   a. Aisha knows whether Ben is Canadian, and so do I.  
      Now I want you to find out whether he is.
   b. Aisha doesn’t know whether Ben is Canadian, although I do.  
      Now I want you to find out whether he is.

   Given the superset property, the above neo-Gricean analysis of agent ignorance implications of negative know whether reports therefore predicts that in the game show setting, those inferences are likewise preempted. The infelicity of (40) shows this prediction to be incorrect.

(40)  
   Game show host to candidate:
   Aisha doesn’t know whether Ben is Canadian.  
   #Your task is to determine whether she was misled about Ben’s nationality.

In (40), the show host’s second sentence, which suggests that Aisha might believe the false answer to the question whether Ben is Canadian, is intuited to be incompatible with the first sentence, which
is apparently understood as conveying that Aisha is unopinionated, not believing either answer to this question. This is so despite the fact that (in our scenario) the game show host is trying to withhold information about whether or not Aisha is opinionated. We conclude that even with the maxim of quantity deactivated in the game show setting, agent ignorance implications of negative know whether reports persist.

5.2. Removing symmetry

The second manipulation we consider here removes the assumption that the alternatives for quantity implicature are symmetric. Consider the know whether report in (41), where know whether is in the scope of a negative indefinite subject, and where the complement clause contains a pronoun that is to be read as bound by that negative quantifier.

(41) No woman knows whether she passed.

With (41) so understood, received wisdom assigns to the sentence the truth conditions in (42), which states that there is no woman who either passed and knows that she did or did not pass and knows that she didn’t.5

(42) ¬∃x[w(x) ∧ ((p(x) ∧ Bxp(x)) ∨ (¬p(x) ∧ Bx¬p(x)))]

To determine the predictions of the neo-Gricean approach explicated above, we bypass matters of implementation that we attended to in section 3, and focus directly on the underlying commitment that know whether reports compete with the corresponding know that reports. The know that reports that the account takes (41) to compete with are shown in (43).

(43) a. No woman knows that she passed.
   b. No woman knows that she didn’t pass.

Aligned with Chemla’s (2009) finding that a presupposition triggered in the scope of a quantifier headed by no projects universally, the sentences in (43) are judged to suggest that every woman passed, and didn’t pass, respectively. Encoding presuppositional content as conjuncts as before, the meanings of the know that reports in (43) are accordingly as given in (44), conveying that every woman passed but none of them believes that she did, or that no woman passed but none of them believes that she didn’t.

(44) a. ∀x[w(x) → p(x)] ∧ ¬∃x[w(x) ∧ Bxp(x)]
   b. ∀x[w(x) → ¬p(x)] ∧ ¬∃x[w(x) ∧ Bx¬p(x)]

We now observe that even though each of the statements in (44) is stronger than (42), they are not symmetric relative to (42). This is so because the disjunction of the statements in (44), in virtue of entailing that either all or none of the women passed, is stronger than (42). Due to this lack of symmetry, the neo-Gricean standard algorithm does not derive possibility implicatures or speaker ignorance implicatures parallel to those derived for our running examples in (12). Given the superset property, this entails that it does not derive agent ignorance implications, either.

Are these predictions correct? With regard to speaker ignorance implications, we submit that they are. If some but not all women passed, we take it that (41) can be used felicitously by a speaker who has full knowledge of which women passed and didn’t pass, including in scenarios where the speaker is taken to abide by the maxim of quantity. This indicates that (41) indeed does not carry an implication of speaker ignorance.

In contrast, however, with regard to agent ignorance implications, the prediction of the neo-Gricean account is clearly incorrect. In parallel to the minimal pair in (9) above, the contrast in (45) establishes that (41) carries an implication of agent ignorance. Specifically, it is understood to convey that no woman believes either answer to the question whether she passed the exam.

5 Key: w(x) :⇔ x is a woman; p(x) :⇔ x passed.
a. Given that Ben refused to divulge any information about the results of the oral exam, no woman knows whether she passed.
b. #Given that Ben lied to some women about the results of their oral exam and refused to divulge any information to the others, no woman knows whether she passed.

We observe, then, that in the absence of symmetry between alternatives, where speaker ignorance implications are expectedly obviated, agent ignorance implications persist.

Speaker and agent ignorance implications come apart in a similar way in (certain) cases of embedded wh-questions. As Eckardt (2007) reports, speaker ignorance ignorance are generally absent with embedded wh-questions. This assessment is confirmed by the felicity of (46a) and (46b), where the speaker ignorance implication, conveying that the speaker is unsure about the identity of their spouse, would be implausible.

a. Aisha knows who I’m married to.
b. Aisha doesn’t know who I’m married to.

In this case, too, the absence of speaker ignorance implications is naturally credited to the assumption that there are no symmetric alternatives. The neo-Gricean account then predicts agent ignorance implications to be absent as well. However, we submit that an agent ignorance implications is in fact attested in this case, as indicated by the infelicity of (47a) and B’s reply in (47b).

a. #Given that he lied to her about his spouse’s identity,
Aisha doesn’t know who Ben is married to.
b. A: Aisha doesn’t know who Ben is married to.
B: #That’s right. She thinks he is married to Shorsh.

The data presented in this subsection strengthen the conclusion, already invited by the observations in the previous subsection, that the neo-Gricean account of agent ignorance implications in know whether reports is incorrect, or at least, insufficient.

6. Conclusion

After showing that agent ignorance implications of negative know whether reports are amenable to straightforward derivation as quantity implicature under neo-Gricean assumptions, we have shown that, surprisingly, such an account is at least insufficient. We take our findings to suggest that, unlike speaker ignorance implications, agent ignorance inferences are encoded in the conventional meaning of negative know whether reports. This leaves us with the question how agent ignorance implications are encoded in the conventional meaning. A related question requiring further work is raised by the superficial resemblance between agent ignorance implications of negative know whether reports and the so-called false-answer sensitivity of know wh reports (George 2011, Klinedinst & Rothschild 2011, Spector & Egre 2015, Uegaki 2015, Cremers 2016, Theiler et al. 2016), viz. the question whether this resemblance might actually reflect a close underlying link between the two phenomena.
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